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"Become a SuperLearner is an awesome read that will push the limits of your brain. Levi does
an incredible job of guiding you through how to bring your brain from average to
UNSTOPPABLE!"-Nelson Dellis, 4X USA Memory Champion"Jonathan has done an excellent
job at collecting many different approaches and schools of thought regarding various forms of
faster thinking techniques and bring them together under one umbrella. It should be the go-to
reference for anyone looking to upgrade their mind's firmware!"-Benny Lewis, Language
Learning Expert"This vital book contains the tools needed to cut through the noise and tune in
on knowledge so that you can learn, memorize and reproduce anything you want with the joy
that ease brings. Don't take another course or sit for another exam until you've read this book!"-
Anthony Metivier, Memory ExpertAbout the AuthorJonathan Levi is an experienced
entrepreneur, angel investor, and lifehacker from Silicon Valley. After successfully selling his Inc
5,000 rated startup in April of 2011, Levi packed up for Israel to gain experience in the Venture
Capital industry. While in Israel, Levi enlisted the help of speed-reading expert and university
professor Anna Goldentouch and machine learning expert Dr. Lev Goldentouch, who tutored
him in speed-reading, advanced memorization, and more. Levi saw incredible results while
earning his MBA from INSEAD, and was overwhelmed with the amount of interest his
classmates expressed in acquiring the same skill set. Since acquiring this "SuperLearning"
skill, he has become a proficient lifehacker, optimizing and "hacking" such processes as travel,
sleep, language learning, and fitness. He later collaborated with his tutors, creating the
blockbuster Udemy course Become a SuperLearner among others. More recently, he has
founded the Becoming SuperHuman Blog & Podcast, a spinoff brand of his successful online
courses.Levi has been featured in such publications and programs as the Wall Street Journal,
Nana10 Television, The Silicon Valley Business Journal, Bimmer Magazine, BMW Blog, and
Donna Fenn's latest book, Upstarts! How GenY Entrepreneurs are Rocking the World of
Business and 8 Ways You Can Profit from Their Success, among other blogs, podcasts, and
publications.Dr. Lev Goldentouch earned his PhD in machine learning and information theory
when he was 27 years old. Understanding the similarities of machine learning and human
super- learning allowed Lev to learn immense amounts of knowledge in many technological
and cognitive subjects. Immediately afterwards Lev opened a consulting company, which offers
its services to highly skilled individuals, agile startups and technological giants like Samsung.
Lev is an active lifehacker and holds a number of patents.Prof. Anna Goldentouch started
teaching super-learning skills when she was 17 years old. Anna developed the super-learning
abilities as a tool to deal with personal dyslexia, after taking several courses on super-learning.
After finishing advanced degrees in education and sociology, Anna started to teach in Bar Ilan
and Ben Gurion Universities in Israel. Anna's courses on speed reading, memory development
and didactic techniques are extremely popular with students.--This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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The book by Jonathan A. Levi has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 36 people have provided feedback.
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